
GENERAL TEST
Time-35 minutes

15 Questions

Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by five suggested answers or
completions. Select the one that is best in each case and then fill in the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

l. Which of the following best illustrates a
player about to get shafted?
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2. A player takes 1 0 steps to pass through a field of
bushes. There is a 0.1 probability that a wild
Pokdmon will appear when a step is taken. If the
player passes through the field l0 times, the
probability he encounters exactly 10 Pok6mon is

(A) 0.12s
(B) 0.171
(c) 0.24e
(D) 0.311
(E) 1.000

If he does encounter Pokdmon in the field, they
are most likely to be which of the following?

(A) actually something decent for once

(B) Magikarp
(C) Mewtwo for no apparent reason

(D) level2 Rattatas

(E) Porygons and Mr. Mimes

Two balls are drawn without replacement from a
bag containing 4 Pok6 Balls and 3 Great Balls.
If one of the balls drawn is a Great Ball, what is
the probability that a Pok6 Ball has been drawn?

(A) 2t7
(B) 24t49

(c) 4ts

(D) U2

(E) st6
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5. Gastly has a volume of 1 150 L, weighs 100 g,

and is made of soofy gas weighing 25 glmol. At
300 oK, what is the work to reversibly isothermally
compress Gastly into a 50 mL Pok6 Ball?

(A) 0

(B) l kJ

(c) l0 kJ

(D) 100 kJ

(E) 1000 kJ

X denotes the number of types J where a J-type

attack is super effective against a J-type defender.

Y denotes the number of types K where a K-ffpe
attack does not deal lx damage to a Normal-type
defender. Which of the following is true?

(A)
(B)
(c)
(D)
(E)
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Two identical Electrodes are placed under a

horizontal piece of paper, as shown in the figure
above. Which of the following best illustrates the
electric field line pattern in the plane of the paper?
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(c)

X=Y
1=X<Y
1<X<Y
l=Y<X
I<Y<X
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12.

ln Generation II games, Pokdmon can transmit J '
disease called "Pok6rus." Infected Pokdmon
recover, but the disease has permanent effects.
These effects are believed to be lasting because
Pok6rus inserts itself into the DNA of Pokdmon
it infects. Pok6rus is most likely caused by

(A) a transposon
(B) a retrovirus
(C) a prion
(D) a mycoplasma
(E) a protozoan

Eggs laid by parents infected with Pokdrus are
not infected themselves. The best explanation is

(A) maternal antibodies cure the egg of Pokdrus

(B) sperm and eggs are formed long before infection

(C) stem cells divide to replace infected cells

(D) insefied Pokdrus DNA is recessive

(E) Pokdrus infects only somatic cells

A Goldeen whose rest density is equal to water's swims
at relativistic speed. In Goldeen's frame, water contracts
and gains mass, raising its density. In water's frame,
Goldeen's density rises instead. What happens?

(A) Goldeen floats as it normally would
(B) Goldeen, lighter than water, rises to the surface
(C) Goldeen is denser and sinks to the bottom
(D) mumble mumble relativity of simultaneity
(E) something explodes

Though Caltech undergraduates go on to do many
things, few take up training as a full-time profession.

The only gym leader to also be a Techer is

(A) Brock
(B) Misty
(C) Lt. Surge
(D) Erika
(E) Koga

All Pokdmon are believed to be composed of tiny
particles held together by fundamental Pokdforces.
Which Pok6force has the shortest range?

(A) The shiny force, mediated by lightweight Dratinos,

which acts only on particles in shiny Pokdmon
(B) The mimic force, mediated by long-lived Dittons,

which attracts all particles in Pok6mon to their
antiparticle counterparts

(C) The heavy force, mediated by extremely massive
Snorlons, which holds together the constituents
of complex Pokdnuclei

(D) The plush force, mediated by massless Jiggluons,
which is responsible for the long-range interaction
of Pok6materials with normal matter

(E) The pearl force, mediated by massless Mewons,
which results in the macroscopic clumping of
like-type Pok6mon

Question I3 has been deemed inappropriate for
this audience.
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A farm filled with 100 Pikachus is abandoned on
day 0. To survive, they must tum to cannibalism.
Assume each Pikachu eats 0.5 dead Pikachus per day.
Additionally, a feral Growlithe eats two survivors
per day. To maximize the last survivor's lifespan, how
many Pikachus should be killed for food on day 0?

(A) se
(B) 77
(c) 81
(D) 85
(E) 8e

i
15. A Slowbro is formed when a Shellder latches onto a

Slowpoke's tail. This reaction takes place in a 2-step
process. In step I (slow), two Shellders attack each other
to form a biShellder intermediate. In step 2 (fast), one of
these Shellders latches onto a Slowpoke. If Slowpoke is
enormously rarer than Shellder, the overall reaction is

(A) zeroth order

(B) first order

(C) second order

(D) psuedo-first order

(E) pseudo-second order
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lf you finish before time is called, you may check your work on this test.
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